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Sammanfattning
Sverige är ett land som är extra utsatt för invandring och lider därför av en brist på lärare inom svenska som andraspråk (L2). Andra L2-
lösningar har ökat i popularitet men kräver många volontärer. Detta faktum motiverade projektet CORALL på KTH i Stockholm, som syftar 
till att använda robotassisterad språkinlärning (RALL) för
att simulera en språkkafé-situation. För att kunna lära sig måste man vara engagerad. Denna studie syftar därmed till att undersöka huruvida 
engagemangsnivån för elever som exponeras för RALL kan klassificeras.
Detta bidrar till projektets långsiktiga mål att automatiskt kunna anpassa roboten till elevers engagemangsnivå. Studien syftar också till att 
analysera projektets nuvarande status för att utvärdera dess framtid, genom att undersöka lärarnas och projektledarens svar på en enkät och 
sedan använda SWOT-ramverket för att dra slutsatser. Det tekniska tillvägagångssättet är att använda den öppna källkoden till verktyget 
OpenFace för att extrahera ansiktsattribut från varje bildruta av videoinspelningar på RALL-deltagare. Genom att märka
varje bildruta med en av fyra engagemangsnivåer används maskininlärningsalgoritmer för att försöka förutse studenternas engagemang.
Resultaten från den tekniska studien anses vara otillräckliga. De modeller som producerades var dock hyfsade för att klassificera höga 
engagemangsnivåer, vilket skulle kunna användas för vidare utredning. Resultaten från enkäten och SWOT-analysen framhöll att de interna 
och externa vyerna av RALL går väl i linje med projektets aktuella fokus. Frågan om att utröna engagemangsnivåer ansågs vara en viktig faktor 
av samtliga parter. Medan andra omständigheter kunde ha förbättrat de tekniska resultaten, upptäcktes viktiga saker att ta med till framtida 
arbeten inom ämnet.

Patrik Ekman


Patrik Ekman
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Facial activity recognition as predictor for learner
engagement of robot-lead language cafes

Hartmanis E, Ekman P

Abstract—Sweden is a country being extra exposed to immi-
gration and, therefore, suffer from a shortage of teachers within
second language learning (L2). Other L2 solutions have increased
in popularity but require many volunteers. This fact motivated
the project CORALL at KTH, Stockholm, which aims to use
robot-assisted language learning (RALL) to simulate a language
cafe setting. In order to learn, one has to be engaged. This study
thereby aims to examine whether the engagement level of students
being exposed to RALL can be classified. This is a contribution
to the project’s long term goal of being able to automatically
adapt the robot to the learners’ engagement levels. The study
also aims to analyze the project’s current status, in order to
evaluate its future, by examining teachers’ and the CORALL
project leader’s responses to a survey, and then utilizing the
SWOT framework to draw conclusions. The technical approach is
to use the open source toolkit OpenFace to extract facial features
from each frame of video recordings of RALL participants. By
annotating each frame with one out of four engagement levels,
supervised machine learning algorithms are then used to try and
estimate students’ engagement. The results from the technical
study are deemed inadequate. The models produced, however,
were decent at classifying high engagement levels, which could be
of use for further investigation. The results from the investigative
survey and the SWOT analysis suggested that the internal and
external views of RALL align well with the current focal points
of the project. The matter of engagement tracking was deemed
as an important factor by all parties. While other circumstances
could have improved the technical results, important takeaways
for future work were discovered.

INTRODUCTION

Sweden has during the most recent years been exposed
to a growing demand for language learning in a second

language (L2). During 2018, around 80% of the Swedish pop-
ulation growth could be assigned to immigration [1]. Swedish
for immigrants (SFI) is a widespread and free Swedish L2
course that between 2000 to 2017 experienced a near fivefold
increase of participants. This growth in demand has naturally
led to a shortage of teachers.

An increasingly popular complement to traditional SFI
courses is language cafes, in which people of foreign origin
practice informal conversations in the L2 language with the
support of a native speaking moderator. The role of the
moderator can vary, ranging from having a more governing
role to acting like any other conversation participant. Language
cafes are often limited to topics such as comparisons between
home countries and languages, or personal matters of interest
[2][3]. The fact that language cafe moderator roles are often
performed by volunteers leads to yet another shortage.

With the latest decades rapid technological evolution and
this ever-growing demand for learning new languages, Robot-
Assisted Language Learning (RALL) has been an area of re-
search which has grown considerately. A natural improvement

of RALL would be the ability to dynamically adapt the robot
given the learners different perceptions and engagement of the
experience. A suitable technology enabling such analyses is
the field of machine learning (ML). The development of this
field has enabled large scale analysis on data which previously
only could be studied manually, such as audio and video.

This study aims to combine ML with a RALL robot
developed to act as a language cafe moderator, in order to
track student engagement in an informal conversation.

Both Authors, P. Ekman and E. Hartmanis, have been highly
engaged in the thesis work and have done equal work all
throughout the study.

BACKGROUND

The nature of informal interactions, limited topics and varying
settings that language cafes facilitate could make it particularly
suitable for RALL. Even though a robot is far more limited in
its interactions in comparison to a human moderator, robots
still possess characteristics that could be useful in language
learning. For example, social robots have the ability to repeat
content many times, supporting language comprehension by
repeated practice [4]. The likely suitable environment for
implementation of RALL that language cafes carry, was a
foundation for the initialization of a research project called
CORALL (COllaborative Robot-Assisted Language Learning)
at KTH Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm. The
project at large focuses on enabling and improving RALL
conversations to make them both social and natural.

In a study conducted through the project, the social robot
Furhat, developed by Furhat Robotics, which can deliver facial
movements and rotate around its axis in order to face the
speaker, was used to try and replicate the role of the moderator.
The robot used four distinctly different settings with setting-
specific sets of utterances. These four were: (1) “Interviewer”,
where the robot focuses on asking personal questions in a
robot-to-one conversation. (2) “Narrator”, where the robot
mainly asks for opinions on itself or predetermined subjects,
or for answers to social or trivia questions. (3) “Facilitator”,
where the robot takes a passive and open role in order to get
the participants to talk with each other about subjects of their
choice. (4) “Interlocutor”, where the robot tries to take the role
as an equal participant and conversational partner.

The different settings were tested in a set-up where Furhat
was placed on a table along with two SFI students on the op-
posite side. Microphones recorded the audio and two cameras
recorded a close-up video of each participant with a primary
focus on the face. After each session, the participants filled
out a survey regarding their experience of the exchange [2].
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The recordings of each participant in each of the different
conversational settings build a foundation upon which this
study rests. By analyzing certain features of facial activity
in each video frame from the recordings, supervised ML
algorithms will be implemented in order to try and predict
the students’ engagement level.

Furthermore, the project CORALL in which the robot is
being developed has reached half way, why an analysis of the
project’s status is in order. The study, therefore, performs a
status analysis of what has been done and what will be done
in the near future. This is done through a thorough analysis,
especially focusing on the alignment between external and
internal views of the project and the robot.

Report structure

This report is divided into two parts, each containing its own
research question, theory, method, result and discussion. Part
I focuses merely on technical implementation and analysis of
facial expressions and head posture, and their correlation to
the student’s engagement level. Part II will, on the other hand,
analyze the CORALL project in a broader light where public
data and a questionnaire sent out to both teachers and the
project leader will lay the foundation for a status analysis on
the project and an extensive deployment of RALL. The report
will also have a summarizing conclusion discussing both parts.

Purpose

The purpose of this study is twofold and mainly aims to
improve aspects of the project CORALL. Firstly, the results
of this study could be used to improve the implemented
RALL robot, by utilizing the facial activity analysis. The
results could hypothetically be used in order to alter the
robot’s behavior dynamically and potentially to reduce tedious
evaluation techniques such as questionnaires. The results from
Part I are thereby mainly directed towards examining the
possibility of engagement recognition as a tool for the specific
RALL robot. Along with Part II, being the status analysis of
project CORALL, the study is mainly interesting for people
within the project, but could also give a contribution to people
within RALL and facial expression research, as well as for
people involved with L2 learning.

PART I
Engagement analysis using machine learning

Research question

Can supervised ML algorithms which have been trained on
facial activity video data be used to mimic human assessments
of a person’s momentary engagement level in a RALL setting?
Are there facial features that can be considered extra important
in order to make such a distinction?

RELATED WORK

In recent years, as the general field of ML has gained an
upswing in interest, the relevance of research regarding facial
analysis has also enjoyed an upsurge. The intended use cases
vary widely and ranges from finding patterns in driver fatigue
to rating customer satisfaction in retail stores [5][6].

One area which several different studies have focused on is
deriving methods to identify and classify human engagement
based on individuals’ facial expressions and features. A setting
in which this progress has been particularly applied is in
the domain of learning and tutoring, as affective expressions
such as frustration, confusion or enjoyment has been found
to have a profound impact on learning [7]. Thomas et al.
analyzed engagement in a classroom setting at IIIT Bangalore,
by annotating and trying to classify 10-second intervals to
either of two classes; engaged or distracted. The study utilized
facial features extracted from OpenFace such as eye gaze,
head rotation and Action Units (AU) and made use of ML
algorithms such as logistic regression and support vector
machines (SVM) in order to try to correctly predict different
students’ motivational level [8]. The outcomes of the tests did
not differ remarkably depending on the chosen method, where
all methods displayed accuracy, precision, recall and F1-scores
of around 0.9. For the annotation, they used cues such as
students looking away from the stimulus in the classroom to
denote distraction.

Similar methodologies have also been used elsewhere. Yun
et al. aimed to estimate engagement levels in a multi-faceted
learning environment for children interacting with a computer
[9]. In this study, however, the video recordings were divided
into 30-second intervals which were annotated to either of
four classes; low interest, high interest, low boredom and
high boredom. Extracted features included a basic extraction
of facial features, which annotated a face as for example
“smiling” or “‘neutral”. The algorithms used included logistic
regression, both linear and kernel SVM, Gaussian process
classification (GPC) and a relevance vector classifier (RVC).
In the tests, logistic regression exhibited the best accuracy
with 79.2% while displaying the worst balanced accuracy at
63.16%. The best performing algorithm was RVC with an
accuracy of 78.53% and balanced accuracy of 70.65%.

Another study in the field of engagement detection utilized
two channels of information to extract data. Bosch et al.
suggested using facial expressions and AUs as the primary
channel, while also studying gross body movement as the
secondary source of information [10]. The setting was once
again students in the eight or ninth grade. The study uti-
lized different algorithms, Naive Bayes, Bayes net, clustering
models and logistic regression on the six different classes;
boredom, confusion, delight, engagement, frustration and off-
task. The best measured results was the classification of off-
task, where a logistic regression model obtained an accuracy
of 81%. Furthermore, the study found that incorporating gross
body movements as a feature does not noticeably impact
the results, but that the multimodal model made an analysis
possible in instances where facial features either could not be
identified or the results were unreliable.
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THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Facial action coding system
The Facial Action Coding System (FACS) is a universal

framework that describes facial expressions by action units
(AU), which one by one specify the contraction or relaxation
of one or a small number of facial muscles [11][12].

Machine learning classifiers
The task of an ML model is often to classify data. Such a
model, called a classifier, is first trained on already annotated
data in order to recognize patterns connecting it with its
respective class. This way the classifier adjusts parameters
in order to create a model that as accurately as possible can
classify other data points to their correct class. After training
the model it is often tested on yet another annotated set of
data, a test that can be analyzed to evaluate aspects of the
classifier’s performance. This study will concern only multi-
class classification where the aim is to correctly classify each
data point to either one of three or more possible classes [13].

K-fold cross validation
Splitting sample data in training and testing sets only may
because of inconsistencies between the two splits generate a
model being biased towards unrepresentative results. One way
to avoid this is by using K-fold cross validation. The idea is
to split the sample data set into k mutually exclusive subsets
and then for k iterations, use 1 varying subset as testing set
whilst training the model on the remaining k-1 sets. This way
the k different results can be combined and used to compute
an average of the performance of the model over the entire
data set. This not only increases the stability of the model but
also makes the result more reliable and fair when comparing
the performance of different models or settings [14].

Hyperparameter tuning
Hyperparameters are parameters used to make sure that the
classifier is trained in a desirable way, by defining the lim-
itations of the training process and how the final model is
built. Therefore, hyperparameters can be used to make the
model more or less biased towards a certain trait, as well as to
change the complexity of the whole process. Hyperparameters
are hence set prior to training of the model and the selection of
them has a big impact on how well a classifier will perform.
The best settings can be found by altering hyperparameters
and testing which combination performs best by estimating
the performances with k-fold cross validation. This process is
often referred to as hyperparameter tuning [15].

Imbalanced datasets
An imbalanced dataset is a dataset where some classes are
either heavily over or underrepresented in comparison with
the others. This imbalance can be problematic in classification
tasks as regular classification methods will have an inherent
bias towards the over-represented class. In order to handle
this problematic nature, several different methods have been

suggested. Resampling is a collection of methods that aims
to quantitatively balance the dataset and can be done through
either under or oversampling. In the former, data points from
the majority classes are removed from the dataset. Whilst
the earliest method for the undersampling was selecting them
at random, more advanced methods have also been used
and developed. One such implementation aims to eliminate
borderline data points and thus make the class boundaries more
distinct, through the removal of so-called Tomek Links [16].

Oversampling, on the other hand, is the notion of producing
new data points to even out the distribution. One such approach
is SMOTE (Synthetic Minority Over-sampling TEchnique),
which aims to synthetically produce new data points. This is
done by combining features from the k nearest neighbors into
new instances, where k varies depending on how many data
points needed to be produced [17].

Random forest classifier: Algorithm explained
A random forest classifier is built up of multiple decision trees.
Each tree is comprised of nodes containing split conditions
concerning specific features of the data. When a data point
is checked towards the split condition a subpath will be
chosen, sending the input data point to yet another node. For
every subpath chosen, the remaining probability of possible
classifications narrows down. This iteration starts from the
root node and continues down the decision tree until a terminal
node is reached. Every terminal node contains the probabilities
of a data point belonging to each class, where the predicted
class is chosen that corresponds to the highest probability.

To create a decision tree the best split condition to use for
each node must be selected. This is often done by computing
an impurity measure, one being the Gini impurity (GI).

GI =
nX

i=1

P(i) ⇤ (1�P(i)) (1)

GI measures the probability of a randomly selected data point
being incorrectly classified, given the condition that the class
was chosen randomly according to the distribution of classes in
the data set. For each node, the feature and corresponding split
condition are used that mostly reduces the GI and hence mostly
decreases the probability of the classification being incorrect.

A random forest creates multiple decision trees and predicts
the class that computed over all trees has the highest mean
probability. To train the model the technique of bootstrap
aggregating or bagging is often used. This technique iteratively
chooses random samples with replacement from the training
set and fits the decision trees according to these samples.
Further, when the decision trees are created, each split con-
dition is chosen using a subset of randomly selected features.
The randomness that these two techniques utilizes reduces the
chance of overfitting the model [18].

Random forest classifier: Hyperparameter tuning
There are several hyperparameters that may be tuned in order
to improve the performance. Three important ones are the
following, which has in common that a larger value means
an increased complexity of the model.
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Number of trees in the forest: More trees lead to a more
stable and representative performance. Moreover, more trees
does not necessarily mean an increased chance of overfitting,
since each tree is trained individually [19].

Number of features chosen for split conditions: Lower
values mean less biased and less correlated trees. However,
lower values also lead to trees that theoretically perform worse,
since the best option is not always chosen by default.

Depth of decision trees: More depth increases the number
of nodes and hence the number of split conditions. Therefore,
more depth generally means better performance. Negative
effects of more depth is the increasing risk of overfitting [20].

Class weight: Class weights define how penalized a mis-
classification of each class should be. When set to balanced,
these weights are inversely proportional to class frequencies
in the input, which reduces bias in an imbalanced data set.

Random forest classifier: Feature importance
When computing the Gini impurity measure the random forest
classifier learns how important each feature of the input data
is, in terms of how helpful it is to distinguish which class
a data point belongs to. This is measured and expressed in
percentage, where a high value means a more decisive feature.

Logistic regression classifier: Algorithm explained
Multinomial logistic regression is a method of computing the
probabilities that a data point belongs to the class j. By denot-
ing every data point with its feature vector [X1, X2, . . . , Xn]
the intended task in order to create a classifier is to find
weights ✓0j , ✓1j , . . . , ✓nj such that when the weighted sum
zij = ✓0j + ✓1jX

i
1 + · · · + ✓njX

i
n results in a high number,

it is likely that the data point i belongs to the class j.
With zij = [z1, . . . , zj ] being comprised of the corresponding
weighted sums for each class j as input to the softmax function

P (y = j|zi) = ez
i

kP
j=0

ez
i
k

(2)

the vector elements can be normalized into probabilites where
the sum of those probabilites sum up to one.

Finding the values of the weights related to each class and
feature is done through training, where the loss function

�
kX

j=1

1(y = j)logp(y = j|x) (3)

of the softmax function, which is a measure of how well fitted
the model is to the training data, can be minimized using the
method of stochastic gradient descent [14].

Logistic regression classifier: Stochastic gradient descent
The gradient rf of a multivariable function f(X1, X2, . . . , Xn)
is a vector containing the partial derivates of the function. rf
points in the direction of the steepest ascent while the negation
of it points in the direction of steepest descent. The method of
stochastic gradient descent uses this knowledge to minimize

a multivariable function by iteratively computing the gradient
of the loss function based on a random sample of the data,
and simultaneously updating the coefficients of the function.
The updates are done iteratively until convergence by taking
steps proportional to the direction of steepest descent:

✓k = ✓k � ↵rfk (4)

In the case of multinomial logistic regression the coefficients
to update are the weights

⇥
✓0j , ✓1j , . . . , ✓nj

⇤
while the learning

rate ↵ determines the size of the steps [14].

Logistic regression classifier: Hyperparameter tuning

The learning rate ↵: A value too high means that steps
taken are too large, risking that the model misses the minimum
of the loss function and might even diverge. Using a value too
low generally yields better performance, but will drastically
increase the complexity of the model [14].

Regularization: The weights computed can become very
large, making the model generalize badly to new data. To
counteract this a regularization term that penalizes large
weights can be added to the loss function. There are two
common regularization terms, L1 and L2, which add terms
that penalizes weights proportional to their Manhattan and
Euclidean distance respectively.

Class weight: Penalty weights assigned to each class.

Logistic regression classifier: Feature importance

If a weight ✓ after training ends up with a positive value it
implies that a presence of the related feature increases the
probability that the data point belongs to the corresponding
class and vice versa. A weight with a value near 0 would
hence mean that the feature is of less use in order to decide
whether the data point belongs to the related class. Therefore
the weights of a logistic regression classifier can be seen of
as how important each feature is in terms of distinguishing to
which class a data point belongs.

Evaluating results

There are several metrics for assessing whether or not a
classification model perform at a satisfactory level. The foun-
dation for evaluating a model’s effectiveness is the division
of classified data points into four different categories; true
positives (TP), false positives (FP), true negatives (TN) and
false negatives (FN). Both TP and TN are correctly classified
data points while FP and FN represent misclassified instances.

Balanced accuracy: This metric is well suited for an
imbalanced dataset. It differs from the traditional accuracy
metric which computes the percentage of predictions that
the classification algorithm predicted correctly [21]. With an
imbalanced dataset, the classification model is often biased
towards the majority class, which means that a model can
achieve high accuracy while only predicting the majority class.
The balanced accuracy, on the other hand, copes with this by
computing the average accuracy measured on each class [22].
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Recall, precision, F1-score and the macro average: Recall
measures the percentage of actual positives that were correctly
classified while precision measures the percentage of data
points that were actually correctly classified as positive. These
measurements cannot, however, be viewed in isolation when
trying to assess the performance of the model. If a model
has achieved a high precision score, while at the same time
have a low recall score – the model cannot be said to perform
well. Furthermore, another downside with these two metrics
is that they tend to counteract one another; when the precision
improves, the recall typically becomes lower and vice versa.
Another noteworthy aspect is that these metrics only generally
are useful when the task of the classifier is to find as many
positives as possible, as they only analyze positives [23][14].

The F1-score measures a weighted harmonic mean of pre-
cision and recall, incorporating aspects of them both. The
downside is that the interpretation of it is non-intuitive [14].

F1score =
2PR

P +R
(5)

The macro average of both recall, precision and F1 are
computed by first producing the metric for each class and then
computing the average across all of the classes.

Baseline
Performance metrics cannot be evaluated without comparing
them to a properly decided lower bound, a baseline. If the
results do not beat the baseline, the results are considered
poor. There are different methods for establishing the baseline,
with the random prediction algorithm and the ZeroR algorithm
being two popular alternatives. The random prediction algo-
rithm assigns a random class to each instance while the ZeroR
algorithm simply predicts that all instances in a dataset belong
to the majority class [24].

METHOD

Preliminary study
The study’s initial purpose was to try and predict the par-
ticipants’ holistic view of a RALL session through analysis
of their facial features and expressions. As each participant
filled out a form after every session, their answers were to
function as annotations in an ML setting. The aim was thus
to try and map the facial expressions to the survey answers.
This approach did not prove to be fruitful however, as there
were no connections between the participants’ quantitative
answers to their general facial expressions analyzed by ML
algorithms. This led to the project pivoting into a new direction
and method where the facial activity of individual frames was
analyzed rather than entire videos.

General idea
The general idea of the method is to annotate each frame of
video recordings to one of four different classes describing
the engagement level of the recorded participants. Further,
facial features can be extracted from each frame, which in
turn can be used along with the annotations as input for ML

algorithms. Through this method, there is an expectation that
the algorithms can learn what features are of importance with
regards to the prediction of the participants’ engagement level.
Manually annotating means that the algorithms hypothetically
could generalize an assessment model being as precise as the
judgement of the annotators.

Selection and annotation of data
In the study ”Robot interaction styles for conversation practice
in second language learning”, which lay the foundation for
this project, four different robot settings were tested. The
survey results from this study suggest that the interviewer and
facilitator settings had the highest discrepancy in the ratings
and therefore also ought to show the highest discrepancies in
facial activity and engagement during the sessions. Therefore,
all of the videos recorded with either of these two settings
were selected, leaving a total of 41 videos [2].

Every frame of the remaining 41 videos underwent a manual
annotation with one of the following 4 classes describing the
perceived engagement level of the participants:

Class 1, Happy: The participant shows clear signs of
enjoyment which is perceived with signs of happiness, rejoice,
delight or humor with clear levels of high engagement.

Class 2, Neutral: Corresponds to a neutral level of arousal
and engagement. The expected behavior of the participant
relates to calmness, content, relaxation or thoughtfulness.

Class 3, Confused: This class considers a lesser level of
engagement, although it is still present. The main reaction
seen from the participants is that of confusion. Confusion is
defined as a clear loss of comprehension and understanding.

Class 4, Bored: Defines the lowest level of engagement
to the point that the participant looks bored and with a clear
loss of interest. Some gestures found in this class are gaze
directed away from any point of interest or head tilt-down
with no interest in the conversation.

Another four videos were removed during this process
because of participants faces being covered during recording.
The final data, therefore, consisted of 38 videos, with all of
the annotated frames summing up to 598559.

Extracting facial features
The open source toolkit OpenFace was used for extracting 13
facial features including gaze direction, head pose and AUs
from every frame of the video data. Notable is that OpenFace
accounts for personal differences and person-specific bias
when predicting feature intensities [25][26].

Gaze features: The only gaze related feature used was the
vertical gaze direction, gaze angle y. This specifies how much
the recorded participant is looking up or down, measured in
radians in world coordinates, and is averaged for both eyes.
If a person is looking straight into the camera the value will
be zero, while looking down will result in a positive value,
and vice versa. Horizontal gaze direction, on the other hand,
was ignored because the two participants in every session sat
on different sides of the robot. They were therefore faced in
opposite directions when looking at or away from each other,
a contradiction which would obstruct the generalization of the
ML algorithms.
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Pose features: Pitch and roll head rotations were used
whilst ignoring yaw rotation because of the aforementioned
directional contradiction of the participants. The rotations are
measured in radians around X, Y and Z axes, the camera being
the origin. Pitch thus means rotating the head up and down,
measured with a negative and positive value respectively, while
roll means tilting the head towards the shoulders, with a right
tilt being given a positive number, and vice versa.

Facial Action Units: The AUs chosen were motivated based
on an expectation of how they connect to the classes. The AUs
and the classes for which they were expected to be important
can be seen in table 1. The AUs are measured on an intensity
scale from zero to five, where zero means the absence of it
and five means the maximum intensity [12].

Feature Description Expected class
Gaze angle y Vertical gaze direction All

Pose Rx Pitch head rotation All
Pose Rz Roll head rotation All

AU1 Inner brow raiser 3 (Confused)
AU2 Outer brow raiser 3 (Confused)
AU4 Brow lowerer 3 (Confused)
AU6 Cheek raiser 1 (Happy)
AU9 Nose wrinkler 3 (Confused)

AU10 Upper lip raiser 3 (Confused)
AU12 Lip corner puller 1 (Happy)
AU14 Dimpler 1 (Happy)
AU25 Lips part All
AU26 Jaw drop All

Table I The chosen AUs extracted by OpenFace 2.0

Machine learning algorithms
Numerous ML algorithms were evaluated before deciding on
random forest and logistic regression. The main reason was
that they both support intuitive values of feature importance,
which is a central criterion for this study, as well as being
scalable to large amounts of data. Furthermore, they show-
cased no worse results than support vector machines and other
algorithms featured in previous work. All models were built
in Python with the ML library Scikit-Learn.

Resampling the data
In order to eliminate bias towards an over-represented
majority class, tests with both under and oversampling were
executed. In the tests with undersampling, Tomek Links were
first eliminated in order to remove border instances in the
dataset. Afterward, random undersampling was also done to
further balance the dataset. In the tests with oversampling,
SMOTE was the chosen technique to balance the dataset.
The resampling, therefore, motivated three different tests with
each algorithm, where on top of both resampling techniques,
a test where the dataset was left untouched was also executed.

Test 1: Random forest with untouched data.
Test 2: Random forest with undersampled data.
Test 3: Random forest with oversampled data.
Test 4: Logistic regression with untouched data.
Test 5: Logistic regression with undersampled data.
Test 6: Logistic regression with oversampled data.

Class distribution
The resampled data was evenly distributed across all classes
present in each video, while the non-resampled data was
distributed according to 7.4%, 81.6%, 3.7%, 7.3% for each
respective class in numeric order.

Training and testing the model
Hyperparameter tuning was implemented through grid search-
ing where multiple different combinations of hyperparameters
were tested and evaluated through K-fold cross validation,
where the configuration with the highest balanced accuracy
was chosen. Testing of the model was done through K-fold
cross validation where, for each fold, the data of one video
recording was put aside for testing, while the rest was used
for training. This way generalization could be evaluated in a
correct way and also enabled the possibility to analyze the
models’ performance for each individual video recording.

RESULTS

Hyperparameter tuning configurations

Test Trees Features Max depth Class weight
1 200 auto (

p
13) 7 Balanced

2 200 auto (
p
13) 7 Balanced

3 10 auto (
p
13) 7 Balanced

Table II Hyperparameter configuration across the 3 tests
performed with Random forest algorithm.

Test ↵ Regularization Class weight
4 0.0001 L1 Balanced
5 0.0001 None Balanced
6 0.001 L1 Balanced

Table III Hyperparameter configuration across the 3 tests
performed with Logistic regression algorithm.

Analysis and evaluations

2 4 6
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Recall

Precision
F1-score

Fig. 1 Metric performance of the six tests

Figure 1 illustrates how the six tests performed based on
balanced accuracy and macro averages for precision, recall
and F1-score. All tests gave similar results for balanced
accuracy and recall but varied somewhat more for precision
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and the F1-score. Since F1-score balances the model’s results
based on both recall and precision, test 3, which also had the
highest F1 score, was considered to have performed best, with
an average balanced accuracy of 54.1% and an average macro
average recall, precision and F1-score of 45.3%, 50.9% and
44.2% respectively. This test was performed with SMOTE
oversampling with a class distribution of 30.26%, 34.27%,
17.52% and 17.95% for each class respectively.

Happy Neutral Confused Bored
Precision 68.5% 44.9% 45.4% 51.8%

Recall 71.8% 52.2% 40.9% 41.9%
F1-score 70.1% 48.3% 43.1% 46.4%

Table IV Model performance of test 3 on a per class basis

The aggregate predictions for each test and model can be seen
in the appendix. Out of the confusion matrix for test 3, table
4 could be produced, analyzing the model’s performance on a
per class basis. As can be seen, the model performed unstable
results across the classes, with the best results present in class
1, and the worst results in class 3. This varied however slightly
from test to test.

0 10 20 30 40

0.2

0.4

0.6

Individual video

Sc
or

e

Fig. 2 Partial results for each fold (video) during test 3

Figure 2 presents partial results for test 3, i.e the test for
each fold. These results also show how good the model could
predict the engagement level in individual recordings, since
each fold corresponds to the test on one separate video.
The produced results are inconsistent, with F1-score peaks at
videos 3, 4, 30, 31, 32 and bottoms at videos 1, 9, 23, 25 and
26. The video with the highest F1-score was video 4 and the
video with the lowest was video 26.

Feature importance
Since random forest and logistic regression calculates feature
importance in different ways, it was decided that test 5 would
also be used for continued analysis. This test had the highest
F1-score of the three logistic regression tests.

Figure 3 showcases the feature importance computed in
test 3. AU06, gaze angle y and pose Rx are according to the
model the features that plays the biggest roles in determining
which class a data point belongs to. AU14 and AU26 are on
the other hand the features with least decisive importance.

0.092Gaze angle y
0.106Pose Rx

0.059Pose Rz
0.041AU1

0.037AU2
0.052AU4

0.173AU6
0.036AU9

0.054AU10
0.0257AU12

0.020AU14
0.066AU25

0.009AU26

0 0.05 0.1 0.15001

Fig. 3 Feature importance for test 3, based on Gini Impurity

Feature Happy Neutral Confused Bored
Gaze angle y -0.995 -1.179 -3.863 5.661

Pose Rx -0.931 -0.552 0.840 0.324
Pose Rz -0.342 0.539 -0.656 -0.065

AU1 -0.486 0.334 0.683 -0.651
AU2 -0.033 -0.830 0.375 0.522
AU4 -0.776 -0.734 1.030 0.520
AU6 0.812 -0.376 1.253 -1.935
AU9 0.358 -0.387 0.376 -0.286
AU10 -0.286 -0.020 0.556 -0.129
AU12 1.935 -0.645 -1.619 -0.365
AU14 -0.078 -0.204 -0.311 0.528
AU25 0.676 -0.158 -0.017 -0.407
AU26 0.0275 0.015 -0.037 0.101

Table V Feature weights for test 5, displaying the
importance of every feature to each class

Table 5 shows the weight vectors computed in test 5 for each
class. Taking the sum of the absolute values for each feature
individually suggests that gaze angle y, AU6 and AU12 are
the features with the greatest general impact. As with test 3,
AU9, AU14 and AU26 also have the lowest feature importance
for test 5, which suggests that these are least decisive.

Looking at each class individually, one can see that AU6 and
AU12 are most important in order to detect class 1, while the
presence of gaze angle y and pose Rx suggest the opposite.
For class 2 the weights computed are generally low with
peaks at gaze angle y, AU2 and AU4. For class 3, pose Rx,
AU4 and AU6 are clear candidates to look for in order to
detect such a frame. Notable is also that gaze angle y has
a significantly low value. For class 4 there are mainly two
notable features, gaze angle y, implying that the person being
analyzed is bored, and AU6, that states the opposite.

DISCUSSION

Preliminary study
An easier way to go about, as tried in the preliminary study,
would have been to directly link visual features during the
conversations with the students’ quantitative assessments of
the conversations afterwards. The reason why this did not
produce any usable results was probably due to the reason
that the questionnaire filled by the participants only gave
one annotation for an entire video. During the videos, being
between five to 15 minutes long, the emotional state of the
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participants change multiple times, which complicates the
process of putting a single rating for the entire session. A large
amount of varying changes, in turn, means that each video’s
feature vector will be distinctly unique resulting in data from
which no generalized conclusions can be drawn. Furthermore,
the long sequences produce extra bias towards the individuals
daily and personal emotional expressions, which of course
varies between every individual. Because of this, the study
pivoted towards a lower level where each individual frame
instead was analyzed, and from which ML algorithms could
be utilized with a better probability of success.

Annotation of data
The annotation of frames was divided between three indi-
viduals. A test annotation was performed on three 5-minute
sequences where the annotations were about 90% similar. The
resulting annotations were naturally not perfect because of
personal differences and that the annotations was performed
over a long amount of time. Furthermore, it was challenging
to consistently annotate sequences with large variation as
well as to adapt the annotations after personal differences in
expressions. However, the thought of the annotations was not
to be perfect but just to replicate how a human would interpret
facial activity, a characteristic that would make such a robot
more human-like. Nevertheless, this is still a source of error
that impacted the performance of the ML algorithms, which
suffer from not being presented with consistent data.

Evaluation
The ZeroR baseline for test 3 would with the given distribution
be 34.27%, while the random baseline, as well as the ZeroR
baseline for the balanced accuracy, would be 25%. Overall
the six tests all performed better than this which indicates
that the models, in fact, made motivated predictions. With
regards to the first part of the research question, the results
are deemed too low, and can not be concluded to mimic hu-
man assessments of a person’s momentary engagement level.
Especially since predictions of class 3 and 4 were notably
inaccurate. From a learning perspective in a real-life scenario,
these two classes are presumably very important to classify
correctly. This because they suggest a loss of engagement
and understanding, which essentially means that the language
learning process interrupts or becomes ineffective.

Class 1, happy, was the easiest to predict with precision,
recall and F1-score all in the vicinity of 70%. This could be
helpful in a RALL setting in order to analyze what questions
that generate engagement and happiness, something that is
useful in facilitating productive sessions.

Machine learning algorithms
The two algorithms used performed somewhat similar results,
with random forest being slightly better. This was expected
since they in previous work also have produced similar results.
Test 1 and 4 with no resampling are clearly biased towards
the majority class, even though some measures, such as the
balanced class weight hyperparameter, was used to optimize

the performance. To further maximize the performance, algo-
rithms taking sequential data into account, such as RNN and
LSTM, could potentially be better alternatives.

Feature importance
The feature importance and weights agree well to the assess-
ment made beforehand, where certain features were expected
to correspond to certain classes. Gaze angle y and AU6 gen-
erally have big importance for both random forest and logistic
regression, which was expected; looking down should indicate
a lack of interest and raising cheeks logically happens when
smiling and being confused. Surprising was that AU12, lip
corner puller, did not have much of an impact in random forest,
though it was one of the most important for classifying class
1 in logistic regression. This could perhaps be explained with
the randomness that random forest utilizes to choose sample
data points and which features to use for split conditions.

However, some features were given small values overall.
AU9, AU14 and AU26 have the lowest general impact in both
algorithms, suggesting that these do not contribute with much
useful data. This is surprising, since AU9, nose-wrinkler, to the
authors’ perceptions should have large impact on classifying
confusion, as well as AU14, dimpler, should have large impact
on classifying happiness. Reasons for this are presumably that
there is not a lot of nose wrinkling in the videos, and that the
expressions of the dimpler AU are too subtle.

Looking closer at the weights computed for logistic regres-
sion the results seem logical. Class 1 has a high value for
AU12, which essentially is an AU simulating a smile. For class
2 the values are generally low. This is also expected since a
neutral state does not foster high intensity facial expressions.
Logically though, there are many negative values, stating that
the presence of high intensity facial expressions means that the
person is of another engagement level than neutral. For class
3 the logic and alignment with the expected classes found in
the method-session are clear. Pose Rx, AU1, AU4 and AU10,
in fact, seems to be good indicators that the engagement level
is that of confusion. Logical is also the fact that the weight
for gaze angle y has a negative number. This because when
being confused, people probably pay more attention to what is
being said and, therefore, does not look away. For class 4 there
are essentially only two interesting values. Gaze angle y, of
course, has a high value, since boredom often means looking
down. AU6 however, is negative, which is probably because
it is a fairly strong expression.

Thereby, this section answers the second research question,
concluding that there actually seems to be facial features
that should be considered extra important in order to detect
engagement levels in a RALL setting. However, the values
from this study can not be deemed trustful, except possibly
those for class 1, since the overall results are inadequate.

Potential improvements
The choice of annotating videos frame-wise was made to
make sure that the algorithms could generalize from the data.
However, this is not particularly useful, since frames one by
one does not tell much of the participants’ experience. One
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possible solution to integrate the findings and methods of this
study with an actual implementation would, therefore, be to
check whether some facial features reach certain values for a
number of frames, and only then let the robot react.

Furthermore, the results for predictions of individual videos
vary notably. Looking into the video with the lowest perfor-
mance there are a few notable characteristics. The video is
annotated with 99.35% of the neutral state, the participant
sometimes covers the face and the expressions are hard to
interpret. Other videos with low performance tend to have
a lower video quality, lower lightning and once again, fa-
cial expressions that are difficult to interpret. Analyzing the
videos with better performance a great quality improvement
is present, in combination with facial expressions that are less
lively and easier to interpret.

In retrospect, videos with low quality, different lightning
and other anomalies should have been removed with less
hesitation, which would probably give better results.

Moreover, the introduction of a robot in an oral L2 practice
setting seemed to be an abnormal experience for several of
the participants. This lead to unexpected behavior such as
unnatural laughter or the willingness to record the robot.

The results of this study could perhaps be useful with
regards to the project CORALL. Tracking engagement could
potentially be done with the examined AUs and features in
mind. Furthermore, similar studies should be careful when
recording participants with regards to quality, lighting and the
participants earlier experiences of RALL.

PART II
Development analysis for project CORALL

This part intends to analyze the development of the CORALL
project. The project development and its main points are
broken down and analyzed separately in order to investigate
how the project should proceed in the near future.

Project CORALL
CORALL is a four-year government-funded project, of which
two years have elapsed. The project has both a societal
aim to “contribute to more effective education of SFI by
combining pedagogy of collaborative learning with technology
for computer-assisted language learning and social robotics”,
as well as scientific aims to

• “introduce robot and computer-animated tutors in spoken
communication training”

• “explore collaborative task-based learning with two learn-
ers and a robot tutor”

• “adapt practice and feedback interaction to the individ-
ual’s abilities using learner modelling, automatic assess-
ment and motivation tracking [27].”

Within the time frame of the project, the primary focus
is purely to improve the technology and implementation of
the robot. In the long term though, the expectations are that
similar robots can be deployed at asylum accommodations,
public libraries and SFI facilities in order to give L2 language
learners further opportunities to practice in safe environments.

Research objective
Since the project has reached half way it is of great interest
to assess what has been done and with that in mind, examine
and evaluate both the current and future focus of the project.
The main objective with this analysis is therefore to underline
a motivated scope for future progression of the project.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

SWOT analysis
SWOT is a method for analyzing a project or organization
from both an internal and external point of view. It is based
on identifying the internal strengths and weaknesses as well as
external opportunities and threats. Strengths and opportunities
serve to highlight positive factors that the business or project
can continue to build upon, as well as showcasing potential
new areas to be exploited. The weaknesses and threats are
pinpointed to display areas that currently needs or potentially
needs tending to in order for the organization or project to
stay competitive.

The conclusion of a SWOT analysis is often an overview of
drivers and barriers that exists within the business or project,
as well showcasing a possible prospective trajectory that will
capitalize on opportunities and avoid forthcoming threats.

METHOD

Data gathering
External data was collected from public sources such as
the Swedish government, the Swedish Association of Local
Authorities and Regions (SALAR), the National Union of
Teachers in Sweden (LR), Statistics Sweden (SCB) and the
Swedish National Agency for Education (Skolverket).

For the internal factors, a qualitative and quantitative inves-
tigation was made focusing on the project leader, Swedish L2
teachers and those responsible for language cafes at different
institutions. The main reason for this was to get valuable
thoughts from experienced and knowledgeable people within
the field of L2 learning, in order to contrast their thoughts
with the thoughts of the project leader. The examination was
made through a survey and the questions can be found in the
appendix. The general structure, however, was as follows:

1) Data was first collected in regards to general thoughts
and attitudes of RALL. Here they got to rate the im-
portance of certain aspects of a RALL robot on a scale
from 1 to 5, as well as to provide written thoughts.

2) A video of a robot-to-learner conversation was shown
to illustrate the CORALL robot’s current capabilities.

3) Data was collected on their assessment of the robot’s
performance with regards to the same aspects as was
rated by importance. This was done through rating as
well as reflection upon earlier written thoughts.

This way both qualitative and quantitative measures and
the alignment between the scientific and societal perspectives
could be collected and analyzed. The rated importances along
with the performance ratings could also be used to analyze
discrepancies between what is considered to be important and
how the robot actually performs in the same aspects.
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Teacher survey
The survey was directly distributed to approximately 100

teachers, educational faculties and other organisations facili-
tating Swedish L2 language learning opportunities. In many
cases, the survey was sent forward to others within that specific
organisation. This means that there is no clear estimate on
exactly how many individuals the survey reached. However,
the response rate was low and only 27 participants completed
the survey. The majority of these, 42% and 31%, were SFI
teachers and language cafe moderators.

RESULTS

Collected public data
Immigration and SFI students: SCB predicts that immi-

gration to Sweden will remain fairly stable the next coming
years [28]. In 2016, SALAR estimated the amount of SFI
students to reach over 180 000 by 2017 and then perceive a
somewhat steady number until 2020 [29]. The actual amount
of SFI students in 2017 were about 163 000, meaning that the
prognosis overestimated the increase. However, this prognosis
did not take into account the newly implemented educational
obligation established in 2018 for immigrants considered to
be far away from the labor market [30].

SFI Teacher shortage: SFI suffers from a shortage of
teachers to ensure every student the guaranteed 15 hours per
week [31]. In 2017 merely 35.7% were certified. Furthermore,
in 2016, it was estimated that one-fifth of all the active SFI
teachers were 60 years or older, meaning that many will soon
retire [32]. LR claimed in 2017 that SFI lacked about 2500
certified teachers [33]. SALAR claimed in 2016 that SFI would
require 2000 additional teachers from 2017 and forth [29].

Measures to counteract SFI teacher shortage: The shortage
of SFI teachers has been paid attention to from a number of
public authorities. SALAR made in the same report as the
prognosis a seven-part proposition to meet the needs of SFI
in a short and long term. The plan included parts that are
especially relevant to this report, such as the development
of services for e-learning [29]. Moreover, the Swedish gov-
ernment is now performing a commission on increasing the
quality of SFI. The commission directive acknowledged the
increasing time it takes for an SFI student to reach a passing
grade. The commission, having the set ready date 31/5-19, will
examine and suggest measures to decrease the throughput time
of SFI students, such as more guaranteed SFI teaching hours
or other forms of teaching [30].

Takeaways from qualitative survey questions
Teachers: The teachers were generally positive to the idea

of RALL, with 77% believing it could be a good complement.
Many pointed out positive traits of a robot, such that it treats
everyone equally, that it is available at all times and that it
promotes for the student to dare and try, something that they
might not would have with a human teacher.

However, a majority of the teachers highlighted how im-
portant the social part of L2 learning is and that the learner
needs to get the feeling of being seen. Therefore they also

found it problematic that the robot can not foster human bonds
between the learner and the teacher, in order to customize
the conversations from a learning point of view. Further, a
few thought that a robot does not have as much credibility
since it lacks human experience and therefore can not follow
sidetracks or irregularities that it is not programmed to do.

The responses regarding the performance of the robot were
widely spread across the whole spectrum from useless to very
good. Generally, they were positive about the robot, but stated
that the robot did not adapt to the learners linguistic level.
Many also acknowledged that the robot had a narrow range of
topics and did not react when there was a misunderstanding
from the students, as well as pointing out the utter importance
of understanding and adapting to different purposes, accents,
tones and pronunciations.

Project leader: The project leader pointed out that the main
focus since the start had been on the conversational flow
between the robot and the participants. This had been done
by developing the robot’s different personalities, examining
how the robot structures and distributes questions, as well as
finding topics that are varying, engaging and at the right level.
During the two years, some new focus points have arisen, such
as the need for robot memory, as well as adaption of speech
synthesis and error-handling in speech recognition.

The built foundation is thereby planned to be extended by
also focusing on tracking and adapting to the participants’
linguistic and engagement level. In the project leaders view,
this especially calls for more work on speech synthesis, speech
recognition and robot memory.

The project leader’s view on what would make a RALL con-
versation poor mainly addressed topics concerning misunder-
standings, as well as matters concerning conversational flow.
Pointed out specifically is for the robot to guide conversations
with a natural dynamic flow, that the topics are relevant and
interesting and that the robot distributes questions evenly.

Importance ratings
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Fig. 4 Average survey rating of the importance of certain
aspects of a RALL robot.

Figure 4 showcases how teachers and the project leader rated
how important certain aspects of a RALL robot are. Except
from question five the correlation is strong, suggesting that the
views of what the project leader deems important aligns well
with the views of the teachers.
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Performance ratings
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Fig. 5 Average survey rating of the performance of certain
aspects of the specific RALL robot.

Figure 5 showcases how the teachers and the project leader
rated the performance of the robot. Also here the correlation
is quite strong, with an exception for question 2. This is extra
notable since question 2 is the question that teachers deemed as
the most important aspect of the robot, while the project leader
believes that this is the robots biggest weakness, suggesting
that this should be the focal point of further development.

Moreover, importance ratings for Q1, Q4, Q7 and Q8
was high, but the performance ratings of them lower. This
suggests that more work should be put into engagement and
motivational tracking, adaption to the students’ linguistic level,
finding more suitable and varying topics of conversation and
trying to get the students to talk with each other.

SWOT analysis
Strengths:
• Good future market prospects.
• Strong correlation between internal and external views of

what technological and pedagogical aspects are essential.
• Strong correlation between what teachers think needs to

be done and the future plans of the project.
• Close cooperation with Furhat Robotics.

Weaknesses:
• Expensive robot which currently makes large scale im-

plementation difficult.
• Diffusion of technology might meet resistance from

doubtful teachers.
• Engaging with robots lacks the social aspects of learning.

Opportunities:
• Investigations of complemental L2 learning performed by

Swedish public authorities.
• Development of technology well aligned with current

research within similar fields.
• Artificial intelligence hype.

Threats:
• Threat of no extended government funding.
• Development of technology well aligned with current

research within similar fields.

DISCUSSION

Many of the topics brought up in the SWOT analysis have
sufficient motivation in the collected public data as well as
from qualitative and quantitative data. However, there are some
that need further explanation:

Selection of noteworthy discussion points from SWOT
Strength - Strong correlations: Examining figure 4 and 5

which displays the answers to the quantitative part of the
questionnaire, one notable aspect becomes evident. There is a
strong correlation between what aspects teachers and project
leader deems important in order for a robot to be able to
facilitate educational conversations. Furthermore, the fact that
the project leader wants to focus on the question that the
teachers find most important and currently misses, shows that
the project seems to be heading in the right direction.

Weakness - Diffusion of technology: 23% of the teachers
answered no to the question whether they thought that ”a
robot would be suitable for supplementary language learning
whatsoever”, suggesting that there are some mental barriers to
break in order for RALL robots to be used widely. Teachers,
that have the greatest impact on students, will naturally need
to believe in the idea in order to use it as a complement.
Therefore, early adopters and key leaders of change in such
organizations must to be identified and reached out to, in order
to broaden the view and lay a foundation for diffusion.

Threat and opportunity - Current research alignment: Voice
assistants, such as Google Assistant, Alexa, Siri and e-learning
applications, such as Duolingo, are two related areas that have
exploded during the last few years. More or less all of these
utilize speech recognition and synthesis in one way or another.
Such implementations could be seen as a big threat towards the
field of RALL, where implementations in a small device could
make RALL robots irrelevant in many ways, not least for the
fact that they are portable and easy to use. The implementation
of RALL that has been the focal point in the study should
therefore try to take advantage of the robot’s unique qualities
that can not be reproduced in a small device - i.e its physical
characteristics such as delivering facial movements.

However, this fact could also be seen as an opportunity
from which the project could take advantage and build upon
the discoveries and knowledge increase within the field.

Final analysis on SWOT and results
By examining the SWOT analysis and the results gathered a
conclusion is that the future of the project looks promising.
The project is carried out at a time where all parts align - from
a large and expanding market to a technology that is rapidly
improving both in performance and popularity. Furthermore,
the future focal points of the project align well with criticism
from professionals within the field of language education.

Those involved within the project should, however, be aware
of the limitations that people currently see with RALL. Some
professionals are pessimistic on the outlook of implementing
such robots because of the lack of human connection and
the absence of social interaction. Furthermore, there is a risk
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that other solutions to complementary language learning such
as e-learning and speech technology solutions will continue
to improve rapidly. This means that the suggested RALL
implementation could face immense competition from large
and already established companies.

PART III
Summarizing conclusion

Both the project leader of CORALL and the teachers par-
ticipating in the study thought that it was important that the
implemented RALL robot has the ability to detect and adapt to
different engagement and motivational levels. A contribution
to this matter has been made in part I of the study with
mixed results. The proposed models’ performances did in all
test cases surpass the set baseline. The best model did, in
fact, predict class 1, happy, fairly well in comparison with
the other classes. Also, some important features regarding
participants’ engagement level were identified, which could
be useful for future improvement. However, the results can
not be deemed good enough for any general use in the near
future. Overall though, the overwhelmingly positive responses
from the professionals regarding a future use case of RALL
as a complement to traditional language learning showcases
the societal importance of the project at large. As engagement
recognition is recognized as an important factor by all parties
towards the project’s success, it is certainly an area in which
further research should be encouraged.
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APPENDIX

These matrices illustrate the predictions made for each of the six tests. The horizontal rows represent the actual labels while the vertical
rows display the predictions made by the models. A square having a match between the vertical and horizontal heading hence means the
amount of correct predictions made for that class, while a mismatch means the opposite. The total number of frames for each test vary
greatly (from over one million to under 50000) since the tests were performed either with or without different types of resampling.
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Interview questionnaire
The interview meant to supply both quantitative and qualitative

data to the analysis in section 2 in the report was structured as
follows:

1) Section 1 - Expectations and hopes
a) What role do you have in language learning?
b) Do you think that a robot would be suitable for supple-

mentary language learning whatsoever in order to better
the students’ learning rate?

c) What aspects do you believe are the most important in
order for conversations with a robot to work well?

d) What aspects would make a conversation with a robot
bad?

e) How important do you think the following capabilities
for such a robot are? (1 - not important at all, 5, very
important)
• The ability to analyze students’ engagement in order

to adapt to their motivational level.
• The ability to adapt to the students’ linguistic capabil-

ities.
• The robot looks, sounds and acts like a human.
• The promotion of social skills and not just pure

linguistic knowledge.
• The ability to intervene and point out linguistic errors.
• The ability to encourage conversation rather than

pointing out linguistic errors.
• The robot’s ability to facilitate conversational topics

being relevant, engaging and linguistically appropriate.
• The robot tries to encourage the participants to engage

and talk with one another.
• The robot asks direct questions to the participants one

at a time.
2) Section 2 - A demo video of a conversation between two

learners and the robot Furhat was shown.
3) Section 3 - Questions regarding conversations with a robot after

having seen the demo.
a) In the first section, you got to state what aspects you

thought were the most important in order for a robot
conversation to function well. How well do you believe
the robot currently lives up to those aspects?

b) In the first section, you got to state what aspects you
thought would make a robot conversation bad. Do you
you believe that the robot displayed some of these
characteristics? In that case, which ones?

c) How well do you think the robot lived up to the following
statements?
• The ability to analyze students’ engagement in order

to adapt to their motivational level.
• The ability to adapt to the students’ linguistic capabil-

ities.
• The robot looks, sounds and acts like a human.
• The promotion of social skills and not just pure

linguistic knowledge.
• The ability to intervene and point out linguistic errors.
• The ability to encourage conversation rather than

pointing out linguistic errors.
• The robot’s ability to facilitate conversational topics

being relevant, engaging and linguistically appropriate.
• The robot tries to encourage the participants to engage

and talk with one another.
• The robot asks direct questions to the participants one

at a time.
d) What do you think is the most important positive differ-

ence in utilizing robots oral conversation practice instead
of conversing with a human?

e) What do you think is the most important negative differ-
ence in utilizing robots oral conversation practice instead
of conversing with a human?

f) Do you believe that the robot is close to deployment in
language cafe settings at for example SFI premises or
libraries or do you think that such a deployment is still
far off?

g) Do you have any other comments?
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